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2 Under a Boulder: The Weekly World Ne
BY MARC NEWMAN

Statesman Editor

The following information has been
compiled from The New York Times
between 11/3 and 11/7.

THE ECONOMY
Amidst the worst labor slump since

World War II, the economy had a bit of
reassuring news these past weeks. Last
week it was announced that the GDP
grew 7.2%, the largest growth rate
since 1984. On Friday the Department
of Labor announced that over 126,000
jobs were added to the workforce in
October, lowering unemployment from
6.1 to 6.0 percent. According to a
Reuters poll, economists expected only
half that amount of job growth. Over
8.8 million people remain unemployed,
with two million of them out of work
for 27 weeks or longer.

Democratic presidential hopefuls
have been weary of the temporary
good news for the economy, while
Republicans remain optimistic. "This
week, we learned that the economy
created more than 286,000 jobs in
the last three months. This is the best
performance in payroll jobs growth in
three years. That is good news for all
Americans who are worried about their
personal job security," said Speaker of
the House Dennis Hastert (Rep.-IL).

ABORTION
On Wednesday, President Bush

signed into law a ban on "partial-
birth abortion" procedures. The
term "partial-birth" was coined by
abortion opponents, which describes
a dilation and extraction of the fetus
often performed during the second
trimester. A similar Nebraska ban
was struck down by the U.S. Supreme
Court in 2000, calling it "too vague."
A national ban similar to the one Bush
signed into law Wednesday was twice
vetoed by President Clinton. President

Bush remains

confident
rfa-%this ban will

stay, telling
reporters
that he will
"fight the

} : courts."
Currently,

ti:: "4f pre-emptive
challenges
to this new

legislation"
are in three
different

Wd i s t r i c tdistrict
courts.
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Forty-
.F yfiv e m illion

dollars wasn't
enough for

the Dean Campaign
before primaries get underway in three
months. Deciding to decline federal
matching funds, totaling nearly
$20 million for the primaries that
precede the Nov 4. national election,
Howard Dean signed what he called
the "Declaration of Independence"
in Burlington, Vermont Saturday.
Dean supporters were invited to vote
to accept or reject federal matching
funds in a day-long poll Friday night,
with an overwhelming 85%/ voting

to reject what it had foreseen as a
spending cap. With President Bush
expected to raise more than $200
million before the election primaries
are over, Howard Dean is hopeful to
raise well over the $45 million limit
before the democrats finish fighting
in the primaries.

This is the first time both major
candidates for President will reject
federal matching funds since the
post-Watergate laws establishing
such limits were put into place. John
Kerry, another presidential hopeful
for 2004, is considering rejecting the
matching funds, and The New York
Times wrote Saturday that this historic
decision by the Dean campaign makes
the campaign financing laws look
obsolete.

IRAQ
A week after car-bombs killed

dozens in Baghdad police stations,
more discouraging news came out
of Iraq this week. Two helicopters
crashed, killing 22 U.S. soldiers.
One Black Hawk helicopter was shot
down by a rocket propelled grenade,
while the other helicopter crash is
under investigation. In total, 36
U.S. soldiers died in the first week
of November. The Red Cross closed
it's Baghdad and Besra offices
temporarily, telling officials at CNN
conditions in Iraq were "extremely
dangerous."
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Sponsor of the
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EXPRESS
"The Val'ue Speaks For Itself"

* FREE Deluxe Continental Breakfast
* FREE Local Phone Calls
* FREE Indoor Pool & Fitness Center
* FREE Shuttle Service to SUNY,

Islip airport & local attractions
* Priority Club Benefits
* Jacuzzi Rooms and Family Suites Available

Receive an additional 70% off our

SPECIA'&L S UNOfT RA",TE
with this ad

WE HOST MEETINGS UP TO 100 PEOPLE
AND CHILDREN'S POOL PARTIES!

For Reservations:

Call Direct: 471-8000 /1-800-HOLIDAY
or

Reserve Online: www.stonybrookny.hiexpress.con
3131 Nesconset Highway, Stony Brook, NY 11720

(One mile east of Rte. 97/Nicolls Rd., on Rte. 347)
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Raymond Damadian Claims a Piece of a Nobel Pri
BY RICHARD MONASTERSKY
Chronicle of Higher Education

In the world according to Raymond
Damadian -- businessman, doctor, and'
inventor -- he should have a Nobel Prize
on his desk.

Dr. Damadian is founder and
president of the Fonar Corporation,
which makes magnetic-resonance-
imaging (MRI) scanners. For three
decades, he has been trying to write
himself into the history books as the
father of MRI, and he has had some
success. In 1988, he shared a National
Medal of Technology for developing the
medical scanner, and a decade later won
a $128 million patent lawsuit, one of the
largest such awards at the time.

The Karolinska Institute, in
Stockholm -- which awards the annual
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
-- takes a different view of the past,
however. Last month it honored two
other scientists -- Paul C. Lauterbur of

the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign and Sir Peter Mansfield of
the University of Nottingham, in England
-- as the key originators of the
imaging technique now used
in 60 million examinations
every year. The award
omitted any mention of Dr.
Damadian.

"I've been stricken
from history," said Dr.
Damadian. "My life's work
has been stricken."

It is not unusual for
Courtesya

scientists to feel passed The Nobel
over in October when
the Nobel Prizes are handed out.
Seminal discoveries often draw on
the contributions of many people who
took significant steps that garner no
recognition by Stockholm.

Unlike most other Nobel wannabes,
though, Dr. Damadian has decided
to fight back. Soon after the award

of

P

announcement, Dr. Damadian and some
friends took out full-page ads in The
Washington Post, the Los Angeles Times,

the daily newspaper Dagens
Nyheter in Stockholm,
and The New York Times.
They followed up later in
October with two other ads.
in The New York Times and
may place still more. The
publicity blitz, which has
cost hundreds of thousands
of dollars, paid mostly by
Dr. Damadian, labels the

www.google.com

peace Prize. 2003 prize in medicine
as a "shameful wrong" and

makes the case that Dr. Damadian's
name should be added to the award.

"We intend to turn the lights on
the Nobel committee so that they are
accountable for their crimes," Dr.
Damadian said.

But is the 2003 award the "shameful
wrong" that Dr. Damadian claims it to

be? Many scientists say that he has been
deceiving himself with his own warped
version of history. While they grant that
he made an important contribution, most
researchers who worked on the early
development of MRI say that the Nobel
committee picked the correct men.

And Dr. Damadian's protests do not
surprise scientists who have watched his
30-year publicity campaign --which has at
times included accusations of intellectual
theft against fellow researchers.

"I think he got a bit headstrong
after a while and started claiming things
that weren't really his," said James
M.S. Hutchison, a professor of medical
physics at the University of Aberdeen,
in Scotland. Hutchison made early
contributions to imaging, and his name
had also been suggested for the Nobel
Prize. Dr. Damadian, he said, "rather
set himself up against the academic
community in the way he boasted about
things."

Pennsylvania State U. Offers Legal File Shari
BY BROCK READ with money from an information- Record labels--and music'
Chronicle of Higher Education technology fee of $160 that students like Napster -- hope to wean

In an effort to curtail unauthorized pay every semester. students off of underground file
file-sharing on its campus network, Napster, which was forced to shut networks and onto legal one
Pennsylvania State University will down in 2001 after legal challenges from want to encourage a new ge
offer students a legal alternative: free the Recording Industry Association of to try using legitimate ser
access to Napster 2.0, the recently America, re-emerged in late October said Mike Bebel, president a
revived edition of the once-popular as an online music library that charges operating officer of Napster.
music service.wa users to download songs andoalbums. ut stude ac

Penn State will pay Napster for " .At. present, it includes more than unetrdflshigmgt
networkwide access to the music 500,000 songs collected from major satisfied with Napster's dowr
library, Graham B. Spanier, president music labels, and also offers live feeds fees and limited database o
of the university, announced this more of Internet radio stations, data about according to Fred von Loh

Courtesy of www napster com

at a news conference on Thursday. He artists, and music charts. senior staff attorney for the El
declined to say how much the fee will Napster comes back in legal file sharing. Students at Penn State will be able Frontier Foundation, a group
be. By January, about 18,000 students the music world," he said. "We to listen to streaming audio of songs in opposed the recording industr
with PC's in residence halls across the believe it will serve as a model for the Napster archive or download them sharing debates and in court.
university system will be subscribed. higher education -- both students and for use on up to three computers as long "I think the only real lo

Spanier heralded the arrangement universities." as they are subscribed to the service. solution to piracy will be
as a pilot program for institutions But Spanier said that Penn State is For 99 cents, they can download a song labels to essentially give uni
looking to cut piracy and file-trading the first institution to pay for students permanently, burn it onto a compact a blanket license that allows
on their computer networks. "This is a to be able to hear free music online. disk, or transfer it to a portable MP3 to download whatever they w

plan which we hope will revolutionize The university will finance the deal player. said.

Lawsuit Over Military Recruiting on Campus
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BY ALICE GoMSTYN
Chronicle of Higher Education

A federal judge on Wednesday
issued rulings that both favored and
frustrated each side in a lawsuit over the
constitutionality of a law that allows the
federal government to withhold funds
from colleges that bar military recruiters
from their campuses.

The judge, John C. Lifland of
the U.S. District Court in Newark,
N.J., rejected a Defense Department
motion to dismiss the lawsuit, but he
refused a request by the plaintiffs -- a
coalition of law schools, professors,
and students -- to issue an order barring
the enforcement of the law while the
litigation is pending.

Many law schools in recent years
have prohibited or restricted military
recruitment on their campuses because
they object to the Pentagon's ban on
openly gay service members. The
lawsuit, which is one of several on

this issue that have been filed since
September, argues that by forcing
law schools to disregard their own
antidiscrimination policies, the
federal law -- known as the Solomon
Amendment -- inhibits their First
Amendment right to free speech.

Judge Lifiand said that the Solomon
Amendment serves only to "limit
conduct, not speech or expression,"
and that "the presence of the military
on campus does not significantly intrude
upon the law schools' ability to express
their views."

Still, Ken Greenfield, a law
professor at Boston College, said on
Thursday that he was "heartened" by
the court's decision to allow the case
to continue.

Greenfield, who is president of the-
Forum of Academic and Institutional
Affairs, a consortium of 15 law schools
that is one of the plaintiffs in the case,
also trumpeted the court's rejection

[T]he Solom
Amendmen

SerVeS Oniy 1

"limit condu
not speech
expression.

of one of the Defense Depa
interpretations of the S
Amendment.

Pentagon lawyers had arg
the law requires colleges to
military recruiters with a d
access to students that is "at le
in quality and scope" as that
to other employers. In his

on

Lt
to

Judge Lifland noted that he had "grave
reservations" as to whether such an
interpretation could pass legal muster.

"The judge made it clear that
the Defense Department has been
overreaching in its application of the
Solomon Amendment," Greenfield
said.

ct, Representatives of the Defense
Department did not return calls on
Thursday.

Provisions of the law, which was
enacted in 1995, were not strictly
enforced until 2001, when the Bush
administration threatened to pull

rtment's key federal funds from law schools,
olomon including those at Boston College,

Boston University, and Harvard
;ued that University, that had barred military
provide recruiters from their campuses.

egree of Greenfield said his group would
ast equal appeal the court's decision to deny
provided the request for an injunction against
ruling, the law.
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"Matrix Revolutions"? More Like Same Old uti
BY MANSOOR KHAN
Statesman Editor

What happened? The first "Matrix"
was an amazing movie. The second
"Matrix" was a letdown, but only because
the first movie was so great. "Matrix-
Revolutions" just...well, sucks. Pretty
much everything went downhill from the
first movie to the last. The Wachowski
brothers seemed a bit too preoccupied with
making the series end as dramatically as
possible, and less with actually making a
good movie.

"Matrix Revolutions" is an action

This movie needed
something new,

and that's where it
really fell short.

movie trying too hard, disguised as a
war movie. Early skirmishes between the
humans of Zion and machine warriors lead
to a pitched battle at the gates of the human
underground city.

As the soldiers and citizens defend
themselves (complete with the naive
little volunteer militia-boy who forms an
emotional bond with the commander of the
army), Neo goes off on some metaphysical
journey to the center of the machine world,
leading to one final winner-take-all
showdown with his arch-nemesis, Agent

"Matrix Revolutions," the final piece of the Matrix trilogy, was a disappointment.

Smith.
Throughout the movie, though, there

is a feeling that the damage has already
been done.

It is difficult to care again for
characters who were made to look goofy
in "Reloaded." "Revolutions" is a fighting
familiarity. The movie's martial arts are
in the famous Hong Kong style, same as
always, and therein lies a problem. Maybe
it's time to see how people fight elsewhere
in the world. Maybe it's time for something
new.

I, for one, can do without another
slow-motion shot of someone spinning
through the air and firing two handguns at
once, as the air fills with flying glass and

chipped stucco. It was cool at first, and
it's still pretty cool, but it does not a good
movie make.

What feeble attempts the movie makes
at being epic just turn out to be more
cartoonish and juvenile than anything
else. Neo becomes some messianic
hero, who, even outside the matrix, can
exercise superhuman powers, blowing
up a thousand machines by looking real
hard and squinting, turning his hand
counterclockwise and scrunching his
nose a little bit. His final battle with
Agent Smith looks something like a fight
between Superman and his evil twin, Super
Old Man. The two fly through the air and
cause undue destruction everywhere

they go. What really cuts the cake is the
manifestation of the machine world leader,
some sort of creepy face formed by a
thousand little machines flying around like
bugs, speaking in a deep voice that sounds
a bit too much like James Earl Jones.

The theme of love is also a bit too
rampant in this movie. Love this and love
that. I love you Neo. Oh, I love you Trinity.
Oh let's kiss and be in love! Okay! It's just
so cheesy. You'd think you were watching
a soap opera. Speaking of soap operas,
everyone in this movie pauses for about
six seconds between each line they say
(leaving ample time to plug in your own
well-placed ad-lib, for the entertainment, or
aggravation, of those around you.)

The philosophy in this movie is a bit
skewed. There was a random little Indian
girl in it. None of the people whom I saw
the movie with knew why she was there at
all. We're sure it has something to do with
the storyline, but we just can't figure it out.
We also tried to figure out what exactly is
the deal with Neo and Agent Smith, and all
that outpouring love randomly intertwined
in the movie, but we got bored of the topic
after a few minutes.

"Matrix Revolutions" was a letdown.
The acting was pretty bad, as expected, and
the movie got cheesier by the minute. The
action sequences were kind of cool, and the
special effects were decent, as expected,
but we've all been there and done that. This
movie needed something new, and that's
where it really fell short.

I give it 2 out of 5 stars.

Mathematician Honored

L EGA L CONSUL TA7TONS
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differential equations, mathematical
physics, applied mathematics,
quantum statistical mechanics, and
operator algebras.

Glimm was a strong advocate for
the applied mathematics department at
Stony Brook, and was a pivotal figure
in establishing it. The department
now works in conjunction with other
mathematics departments around the
nation to collaborate on projects,
and Glimm is an active participant in
ongoing research at SBU. His work in
quantum field theory and statistical
mechanics has had a monumental
effect on those fields, and has greatly
increased understanding and learning
within the scientific community.

"The ideas and breakthroughs in
fundamental science and engineering
by these extraordinary pioneers
have influenced thousands of other
researchers," said Rita Colwell,
director of the National Science
Foundation. "These amazing people
represent overall close to four centuries
worth of experience in research,
teaching, and leadership inside their
fields and extending across many other
disciplines as well."

The other winners named by
the President are Leo L. Beranek of
Cambridge, Mass., a retired leader in
acoustical science, who received the
medal in engineering; biologists J8 es

E. Darnell of Rockefeller University in
New York City, who discovered RNA
processing, and Evelyn M. Witkin of
Rutgers University, who confirmed
the notion of DNA repair; and John
I. Brauman of Stanford University
who received the award in chemistry.
Three other honorees in the physical
sciences included Richard L. Garwin
at the Council of Foreign Relations
in New York City, W. Jason Morgan
of Princeton University, and Edward
Witten of the Institute for Advanced
Study in Princeton, New Jersey.

"On behalf of the State University
ofNew York community, I congratulate
Professor Glimm for receiving the
National Medal of Science," said
SUNY Chancellor Robert L. King.
"Professor Glimm's accomplishment
adds luster to the reputation of the
University and reflects the high quality
of our superb faculty and the high
quality of the education we provide
our students. I am very proud of Dr.
Glimm for receiving this prestigious
award."

The National Medal of Science
was established by Congress in 1959.
The NSF, an independent federal
agency that funds and supports
fundamental scientific research at
the nation's universities, administers
the National Medal of Science for the
White House. The 2003 awards bring
the total number of science medals
awarded since thir inc[tion to 109I
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Designing a University Community
Continued from Page1

Robert Kenny. "One of the things that
students have to learn is the ability to
collaborate. It's very important that they
learn from each other and are teachers
themselves."

Participants were introduced to each
other through a number of icebreakers
designed to ease any inhibitions they may
have held when coming to the retreat. In
the spirit of Halloween night, organizers
planned a "Guess Who?" contest in which
players guessed the name of a popular
icon pasted onto their backs. Their only
clues came from questions they asked
to others who were also lolling for their.
identities as well.

The atmosphere was very
cooperative, and welcomed interaction
between all participants. "It was really
exciting to meet so many interesting
people in such an informal environment,"
said junior Mira Kinariwala, who
currently works as an HIV/AIDS peer
educator.

Following the informal sessions
and light games, the participants
brainstormed together and considered
the ways in which community can affect
the university learning experience. After
splitting into small groups, attendees
worked together to create feasible
suggestions for implementing their new
ideas and models practically.

Groups discussed existing University

programs and considered their impact
on the student learning experience.
Faculty, staff and students were able to
share ideas in the collaborative setting
which emphasized equal input of ideas
from all groups that were represented.
Discussions resulted in outlines of
effective suggestions and programs to
implement for the future.

Thomas Cortina, a faculty member
in the computer science department,
proposed adding a "What to do this
weekend?" link to the front page of

.the importance of

mentoring, alumni
guidance, consistent

and personalized
advising, shined as

crucial necessities in
any community of

learning.

Stony Brook's main website. This would
encourage students to stay on campus
during the weekends, he said, providing
a direct source for specific events and
programs around the University.

The retreatalso featured presentations
from six Stony Brook students who shared

their experiences in existing Learning
Communities. Students from the Health
Science Major, EOP/AIM program and
the Media Atts Living Learning Center
addressed the group and highlighted the
benefits and details of being members of
a community.

Common themes emerged from
these presentations, and the importance
of mentoring, alumni guidance, consistent
and personalized advising, shined as
crucial necessities in any community of
learning. Several groups even discussed
the relevance of physical classroom
layouts and its adaptability for group
discussions and broadened interactions.

Throughout the months preceding the
retreat, a steering committee comprised
of students, faculty and staff worked to
solidify the structure and organization of
the event.

"There was a lot of debate on the
layout [of the retreat] because there are so
many aspects to learning in community,"
said Kelly Brown, graduate assistant to
the Dean of Students and member of
the steering committee. For example,
careful consideration of the variety
of participants made icebreakers and
recreation time essential to insure the
relaxed atmosphere.

"We learn together, we eat together,
we stay together," said Jerrold Stein,
Dean of Students. "It's something that
requires us to work together [to] come
out with a more fruitful outcome."

AM-KIUA

T-tunyer Banquet
Learn what it feels like to be hungry.

Or better yet. Learn what it feels like to be well fed.

The Oxfam America Hunger Banquet
Promoting awareness of world hunger

Guaranteed free dinner (almost), and a guaranteed good time

Wednesday, November 12, 7:oo pm
SAC Auditorium

Oxfam
Amnenca

Campu. is 7

.Contied from Page]

until 3 a.m. Programs sponsored by RSP
educate resident students on how to keep
themselves safe. Besides providing services
to the school, RSP students also participate
in campus events, including Spirit Night and
the Roth Pond Regatta, in which they placed
third last year.

Comprised mainly of students, RSP
workers include desk monitors, who check
the ID of resident students and their guests,
and the walk-unit, on-call primarily at nightto
walk students from one location to another on
campus for safety purposes. RSP supervisors
and coordinators include both undergraduate
and graduate students. Jyamfi, also known as
Manny, oversees all RSP activities.

"It's a chance to get involved," Jyamfi
said.

"You get recognition, make connections
and the pay is good," said Alton Rondon,
assistant coordinator of RSP. "It's like a
family, not just ajob."

When it comes to hiring, RSP recruiters
are stringent on the qualities they seek in an
employee. "You can make.pocketmoney and
study, but they're so strict," said Deborah, a
desk monitor.

According to RSP guidelines, workers
are required to have at least a 2.25 GPA and
must exhibit good conduct at the University.
Supervisors must have at least a 2.5 GPA.

For interested students, RSP can be'
reached at 631-632-3763.
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School of Thought: I Am Not My Report Card
By MICHAEL ZANNETTIS
Statesman Staff

I go to pick up my seven-year old cousin from
school on the day they give out report cards. She hands
me her small white paper saying, "Take a look," as we
sit down at a long white cafeteria table. I slowly open
it, and my cousin opens her big mouth: "I got unsatis-
factorys for behavior."

Sure enough, the card read: Follows Directions,
"U"; Pays Attention in Class, "U"; Respects Author-
ity, "1U."

I slam the report card down hard against the table
and say in a loud voice like Charles Heston as Moses:
"Dammit, little girl, so help the great Lord above, is all
this truth?"

My cousin snarls her little punk face at me and
says: "Yeah. So?"

"Get over here!," I beckon, pointing to the ground
right in front of me. "Repeat after me: I am not my report
card!"

S h a Ihave nodegr
repeats: "I am 0

not my report t
card." teaching,tutorirn

grades do not thats perfeci
tell me who ths h o
I am. I tell think schoolis st]
myself who I
am."1am"I hate class. So wShe

repeats: "My a little kid to be
grades do not
tell me who I
am. I tell myself who I am."

"That's my girl! Come give your cousin a kiss."
I hold her in a hug. "So you don't listen to your

teachers?"
She tells me no. I hug her harder.
"That's my girl."
Her friends sitting around the table begin repeat-

ing: "I am not my report card. I am not my report card.
My grades do not tell me who I am. I tell myself who
I am."

That was last year...
Brandon puts his homework on the table; he looks

up to me, yawning. "Hey kid, whatsup?," I mumble
under my breath. Here I am, in a Spanish classroom,
on Tuesday afternoon to tutor a twelve-year old that
gets B's instead of A's. I have no degree or training
in teaching, tutoring or mentoring. But that's perfectly
fine because I think school is stupid anyway and I hate
class. So who better to teach a little kid to be a great
student?

Brandon smiles at the simple, but silly logic.
He's small for his age so the kids call him "shorty" or
"midget." He tells me this sincerely, and I see that he
is confiding in me.

"Not very original of them. But hey, you never get
to choose your own name. It's the way it goes. You
think I like being called Michael every day?"

"Yes."
"Well I don't. It's stupid. It's the name everyone

else had. I want to be original."
He asks me what name I want.
"Orion. Now that's a name. A hunter; the only

constellation I could see growing up in light polluted
Queens." I'm serious. I wish my name were Orion.

"Do you have any nicknames?"
"I have all sorts of nicknames, all correct. 'Idiot,'

cause I'm an idiot. 'Ugly,' cause I'm ugly. And 'Moose,'
cause I'm dumb and smell bad."

"You don't smell bad," Brandon replies sincerely.
I think he likes

ee or training in me.trai ing Thanks,
or mentorin at me

- g. a lot to me,"
I reply. "Soly fine because I what do "So
teach you

upid anyway and in school
1 anyway?"

ho better to teach
C

"What do you got there, kid?' I ask Brandon.
"My homework."
"Homework sucks. I hate homework." He looks

up to me, confused.
"Me too," he replies, still confused, but looking like

he just took the bait.
"I never did it when I was your age. I just spent all

my time hanging out, or sleeping, or chasing girls?"
Brandon smiles for a second, still unsure. "Did

you catch any?"
"If I was good at catching I wouldn't be spending

so much time chasing."

Brandon says
a great student? out loud as he

tries to put the
list together in

his head. "Science, social studies, math, English."
"No," I interrupt him. "Those are subjects. What

are you learning?"
"Oh, how to speak English, how to..." Brandon

keeps talking, but I'm not paying attention. I'm thinking
about a girl. Or something.

"They teach you how to fight?," I ask. "They teach
you how to eat if you were lost in the forest? They
teach you how to make pizza? They teach you cooking,
cleaning, vacuuming, ironing? Any of that?"

"No."

"No? How do they expect you to go into the real
world not knowing how to do all that stuff?"

"I guess you're supposed to learn that stuff at home,
or on your own."

"Why don't you learn English and social studies
at home?"

"Because my parents aren't teachers."
"Neither am I," I tell him.
We're stuck at another silly juncture of perfect logic.

I'm not a teacher, but here I am every Tuesday helping
with his homework. Brandon and I confused ourselves.
His homework is still sitting on the table in front of
us. I pick up a page. The difference between chemical
changes and physical changes. ..like anyone cares.

"You like this stuff Brandon?"
"No," he says smiling broadly.
"Good, neither do I. Who cares really? Of all the

things that matter in this world, I mean, really?" One
day they'll lock me up for this. Ten years to life for
being a moron in the first degree. Ten years to life for
believing that I am not my report card.
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SAVE THE DATE

Stony Brook Day in Albany
February 24, 2004

Don't Miss the Bus! Your Future is Riding On It.
Register online at

www.stonybrook. edu/albany
or contact Pat Cruso

E-mail: Patricia. Cruso@stonybrook.edu
Phone: (631) 632-4309

STONY
BR4W)K
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

Stony Brook University is an affirmative action/equal opportunity educator and employer. If you need a disability-related accommodation, please call (631) 632-4309.
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CHARLES B. WANG
CENTER

Celebrating
Asian & American

Cultures

olk Masked Dance-Drama of Korea
Performed by Dongnae Yaryu
Masked Dance-Drama Preservation Society

Tuesday, November 18, 2:00 p.m.
Wang Center Theatre * ADMISSION IS FREE

For the first time ever in the United States, Dongnae Yaryu, Folk Masked

Dance-Drama, one of Korea's most dynamic theater forms, brings you the

magic of masks, dance, and music with stories from mythic to earthy...slapstick
to satire. This national treasure comes to Stony Brook University's Wang Center

Theatre as part of its premier U.S. tour. The performance begins with a proces-

sion in front of the Wang Center.

For more information about this event, please contact Theresa Kim, Director

of Asian Performing Arts Series, at (631) 632-4106 or the Wang Center at (631)

632-4400, or log on to www.stonybrook.edu/wang.

The Wang Center is open to the public Monday to Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. with Asian food available from

11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Guided tours are available on Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 12:45 p.m. For a disability-

related accommodation, please call (631) 632-6353. AA/EOE
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Continuing a tradition of excellence!

WINNER
2002 NEW YORK PRESS ASSOCIATION
Better Newspaper Contest
Editorial Content

WINNR of 5._

2002 NEWSDAY JOURNALISM AWARDS
Commentary * Local News & Layout
Sports Reporting * Photography
Typography & Layout

W INNMER of 4
2001 NEWSDAY JOURNALISM AWARDS
Editorial Cartooning * Sports Reporting
Feature Writing * Photography

In 2002, ZJ1Ie tonp rook Stateman became the first newspaper in
the history of the Newsday Journalism Awards to be recognized in five
different categories. The contest's previous record for the most awards
won by a single organization was four. It was set by je #tonp Irooh

tatesman in 2001.
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By PETER SUNwOO

Statesman Editor

Peter Sunwoo is a

nonscience major

at SBU.

Groundbreaking films for special
effects like "The Matrix" primarily use
pulleys, wires, green rooms and computer
graphics to take jaw-dropping footage.
But who really wants to shoot a whole
film in a big green studio anyways? Ron
Howard gave new meaning to the term
"groundbreaking special effects" in his
film, "Apollo 13." You could even call
it gravity breaking.

I remember watching the two time
Academy Award winning movie in the
theaters and found myself awestruck
by the anti-gravity shots of the crew
gracefully flying and sweeping throughout
the shuittle. Now, I thought Tom Hanks
was light on his feet when playing the
gigantic piano in the movie "Big," but
this definitely takes the cake. Initially,
I thought they used the same old green
room tricks. But not so, my friends, not
so.

Basically, being Ron Howard and all,
the auspicious director extraordinaire was
able to rent a special aircraft called KC-
135 from NASA. Who said celebrities
can't get their hands on anything?

The KC-135 is a special aircraft
specifically designed to fly in parabolic
flight patterns. Depending on where the
positioning of the aircraft is, the force of
gravity varies. During certain positions
of the flight, there can be an absence of
gravity, where as in other positions the
force of gravity is two to three times as
strong.

To give a visual perspective, let us
refer to the diagram.

In the first position, as the plane

flies upward, the force that is exerted on
everything in the plane grows to a level
greater than the force of gravity because
of the plane's acceleration forces. This
is where gravity's force becomes twice as
strong. In fact, you may have experienced
this on a roller coaster as it came to the
bottom of a hill and quickly began another
upward climb. As that scooping arc
begins, your neck muscles can barely lift
your head! Many of us have experienced
similar forces during takeoff in a plane.

In the second position, there is
a transitional period where the plane
begins to arc, pulling out of the upward
path and into the downward path. It is
during this period that everything in
the plane experiences about 30 seconds
of "free fall," similar to the briefer
experience that one has when going over
a hill in a roller coaster. This period of
free fall is called the microgravity phase.
During this phase, the force of gravity is
effectively cancelled out by the forces
produced by the plane's movement, and
everything in the plane begins to float...
everything including cameras, production
crew, and Ron Howard. To counteract

w
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Courtesy o1www.google.com

The KC-135 simulates the anti-gravity effects of outer space during its parabolic flight.

this, everything was bolted down and
special seats were used to strap in all
non-actors.

In the third position, the plane
travels downward and gravity begins

to slowly take control. It's a good thing
Howard used talented actors that don't
require many takes, since the process is
time consuming, costly, and downright
nauseating.

, . Jc':

Courtesy of www google.com

This figure depicts the parabolic flight of the NASA KC-135. Period two is where the 30 seconds of anti-gravity occurs.

Weekly Video Series

Wed. 11/12 - Wed. 11/19
Wed. 12/3 - Wed. 12/10

Douglass College Classroom
Tabler Quad

Listen to professionals talk about their experiences, meet
others with similar interests, and enjoy juice and cookies

For more information, contact Kelly
klbrown@notes.cc.sunysb.edu

Sponsored by the Undergraduate College of Arts, Culture and IHumanities,

the Media LLC in Douglass College and the Dean of Students Office

Qualifying you to specialize in Podiatric Medicine
You're considering a career in diseases, disorders, and injuries
medicine but want to do some- to the foot and ankle. Barry
thing a little different. Consider University is one of only two
the exciting field of podiatric podiatry programs nationwide
medicine. Whether managing affiliated with a comprehensive
your own practice or working in a university. So, you benefit from
hospital or clinic, as a podiatric extensive research facilities, our
physician you will be able to unique hospital and medical
diagnose, treat, and prevent center affiliations, and excellent

UNIVERSITY

opportunities for residency
programs and extemrnships from
coast-to-coast. Visit us online at
www.barry.edulpodiatric to learn
more about h6w we can help you
succeed in a career in podiatri
medicine.

where v

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3130, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3 :::; ">:.<30
rnweiner@mai.barry.edu
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LIVE ACOUSTIC OR KEYBOARD
ACTS WANTED Call for Auditions.
Full Moon Cafe. 631-689-5999.

PRINTING COMPANY SEEKS
TRAINEES for Part - time
positions in our shipping/bindery
depts. Great opportunity for
motivated individuals. Mon-
Fri 2-7pm. Deer Park area.
631-254-0111.

You're pregnant?
You're frightened?
Please let us help.

Life can be a wonderful choice.

Alternatives to Abortion
Free pregnancy testing, information,

counseling, and assistance.

Call 243-2373, 554-4144 or
1-800-550-4900

Learn to

BARTEND
FROM OUR AWARD WINNING TEACHERS

Our Staff has trained over 12,000
bartenders on Long Island!

ENROLL ONLINE
visit us at www.BartendersAcademyNY.com

Gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-SPRINGBREAK!

FAX

SERVICE
50 PER

PAGE
(includes

cover sheet)

Call
632-6480

or come to
Rm 057 in the

Student Union

BARTENDERS, WAITSTAFF &
BARBACKS Experienced only.
Apply in person. Full Moon Cafe.
1095 Rte. 25A, Stony Brook, after 3
pm.

PIZZA CHEF, Cook, Counter.
Experience necessary. Good working
conditions. Full Moon Cafe, Stony
Brook. 631-689-5999.

PROFESSOR ON CAMPUS who has
experienced Bipolar Disorder would
like to have one-on-one contact with
and help students who also have
this illness. Also starting an evening
discussion group. Confidentiality
is assured. If interested, please
contact Dr. Jerry Pollock at
631-632-8924.

ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
1-800-838-8202.

SPRING BREAK 2004 With
Studentcity.com and Maxim

Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status as
a Campus Rep! Choose from 15 of
the hottest destinations. Book early
for FREE MEALS, FREE DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
To reserve online or view our Photo

$600. By appointment only. "The

New Heritage Inn." 631-473-2564.

HANCOCK, NY, CATSKILL
MOUNTAINS 5 acres of wooded,
level and surveyed property.
Property taxes $300 per year. Build,
camp, hunt & fish. Great views of the
Delaware River. 631-666-8107.

I I i

SPRING BREAK 2004 Travel with
STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring Campus reps.
Call for discounts. 800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com.

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Acapulco! Campus Reps Wanted! Best
Prices. Free Parties & Meals! 1-800-234-
7007. endlesssummertours.com.

A "REALITY" SPRING BREAK 2004
Lowest Prices. Free Meals & Parties
before Nov 6. Two Free Trips for
Groups. www.sunsplashtours.com.
1-800-426-7710.

FRATERNITIES - SORORITIES -
CLUBS - STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven Campus Fundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our free
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact Campus
Fundraiser at 888-923-3238 or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com

STUDIO APARTMENTS
Furnished, includes electric,
water, heat. Walking distance to
Port Jefferson Village. Starting at
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SBARTENDERS ACADEMY
(516) 777-1800" (631) 580-1400

Job Opportunities in Mental Health Services

Gain Valuable Work Experience Related to Your Career Goals

Flexible schedules, part time and full time positions
working in group homes.

Training Provided

Competitive Salary, Excellent Benefits

IW fI Tl2ci3iutI for Community Living, Inc.
202 East Main Street * Smithtown, NY 11787

(631) 361-9020, ext. 133 or fax (631) 361-7087 EOE
Visit our website at optionscl.org
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statesmanLJamel 1elt
The Stony Brook Seawolves celebrate their exciting comeback victory over the Central Conneticut Blue Devils.

By DAN Go)MI
Statesman -ditor

The Stony Brook Seawolves outshined the Central
Connecticut Blue Devils in the final minutes, pulling
off a 36-31 victory on Nov. 8 at LaValle Stadium. This
brings the Seawolves' record to 5-4, 4-3 in conference
action, while the Blue Devils fell to 3-7, 2-4.

"'I was very proud of our football team," said
coach Sam Kornhauser. "We fell behind but never
lost hope and never felt that the game was out of
reach."

The Blue Devils' rushing attack, and running back
Cory HIlarge dominated the first half of the game. But
T.J. Moriarty kept the Seawolves alive, trying to score
in any way possible. "'T.J. is as tough a competitor as
I have seen around," said Kornhauser. "He radiates an
air of confidence and it permeates through the rest of
the team. When your quarterback is tough, everyone
has to step up. He leads by example and has a great
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disposition for the game."
Moriarty managed a 17-yard touchdown pass

to Londre Blocker and an 8-yard touchdown of his
own. But this didn't stop the Blue Devils. Harge's
touchdown runs of 79 and 45 yards helped the Blue
Devils to a 28-16 lead at halftime.

The winning touchdown capped a 15-point second
half comeback that saw the Seawolves score twice in
the final minutes of the game. With the Seawolves
behind 31-23, Clinton Graham caught a pass deep in
Blue Devils' territory and drove it four yards for a
touchdown, bringing the score to 31-29.

An attempted two-point conversion failed, leaving
the Seawolves in need of a big stop from its defense
on the next possession. With the Blue Devils facing
a third-and-one, Seawolf Billy Buntin stopped Harge
in backfield, forcing the Blue Devils to punt. Three

a A THOUGHT
FROM

RABBI ADAM
We all have two inclinations: one for good and one for bad. It's
like we have these two voices always involved in our decision
making process. Sometimes, it's easy to decipher which voice to
follow, for one is obviously coming from selfishness, our "bad
inclination." Other time1 it can be quite confusing, for they both
seem equally "good. Such was the dilemma of Rabbi
Menachem Nachum, the Rebbe of Chernobyl. He was very poor
and was forever pressed to feed his household. One day he was
presented with a gift of 300 rubles. Soon after, a Chassid came
to seek the Rebbe's advice. He was deeply in debt and in dire
financial straights. When the Rebbe heard that the Chassid's
needs amounted to exactly 300 rubles, he concluded that the 300
ruble gift was not destined for his own family, but rather, for this
man. "However," the Rebbe related, "as soon as I decided to
give away the 300 rubles, another thought entered my mind: Is
it proper to give the entire sun to a single individual? Why, such
an amount could support at least 6 families! I found myself in a
dilemma. Both options seemed righteous. Upon contemplation,
I came to recognize that these two options were coming from
two '"voices" within me, and the argument to divide the money
among a number of families was not coming from the good
voice. For if this was indeed my "good inclination," why didn't
he speak up immediately? But no, this voice spoke within me
only after I decided to give away the entire sum! This gave him
away. For when I first assumed that the entire sum was meant for
me, he was silent. Only after, when I was about to give it away,
did he wake up. Obviously, he did not say, "Keep the money!" -
oh no, he knew that I would recognize such a desire as selfish
and reject it immediately. So instead, he comes with an utterly
pious and logical suggestion - anything to prevent me from
doing the right thing!

attensmn/ijaifer l Iuelalljt

Londre Backer, pictured, scored on a 17-yard touchdown
pass during the game.

Open 7Days

1_9 I, ZA
1320 Stony Brook Rd., Stony Brook

(In the Coventry Commons)
751-2302 751-2314
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